You are brilliant. You are right about everything. You are not insane. Take me off your list.

Attorney Kurt,

Could it be that what is giving you the chills right now is the price of gold ending the weeks trading at US$783.50 up some US$24 when I last communicated with you back on October 16th, that drew one most awesome sounding “deafening silence”?

I have now created for you your own blog that will be placed up on several of my websites including just3ants.com.

It is I think important that given the feedback I have received from French Canadian wife’s son Jonathan who I have helped raise with a non-money based value system since he was 18 months old, I explain two things in the 4824 word communiqué to President Bush that had you so unraveling.

First, why I would place the word “illegal” in “inverted commas” aka “quotation marks” in reference to American Charles Engelhard “illegally” exporting gold bullion out of South Africa after having found a “loophole” in South Africa’s stringent Foreign Exchange Control Laws that did not make specific mention of it being illegal to export objects “objets d’art” made of gold.
There are two important elements to this rather important chicanery that is mentioned in great detail in Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s The Diamond Invention, Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY.

First, is the fact that Charles Engelhard and his mafia partner, Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer were in total control of the South Africa Apartheid Regime who did exactly as they were told given the fact that the only reason this most repressive regime in the history of world was allowed to exist for nearly half a century in the most bloodiest century the world has ever known is because Charles Engelhard and Harry Oppenheimer had the full backing of the United States military from its very beginning, within one month of the United Nations granting Statehood to Israel.

Second, is the fact that Charles Englehard while inevitably getting too big for his boots and why he was eventually assassinated by the Mossad at the rather young age of 54, a point very poorly covered in this so very informative and so very detailed chapter, was so arrogant in letting the world know that he was shipping gold bullion stolen from South Africa not to the United States where he had his Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals corporation but to Hong Kong before such gold was then dispersed individually to those corrupt US government officials despite the US military doing the “heavy lifting” in suppressing so very bloodily some 40 million Black South Africans representing some 90% of the population of South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources, apart from oil.

Third, why the need for 3 identical photos of President Roosevelt meeting with Ibn Saud on board a US battleship immediately following the Yalta Conference that took place 2 days following the Soviet Red Army liberating Auschwitz on February 2nd, 1945, a conference that President George W. Bush was the first western leader to denounce given how it led so very obviously to the Bosnian-Serbian ethnic cleansing civil war, all taking place under Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton’s watch.

Such repetition you would agree is necessary given all the factors I have been enumerating including the not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report that spells out rather clearly that both China and Israel can quite easily bring about the end of oil wars in an instant, well prior to a US attack on Iran which you will recall is conspicuously absent from this most ingenious report which you would also agree I was the first “civilian” in the world to broadcast.

Not to mention that you will also recall reading in my Royal Mater-Mother’s “Life Story of Zena” her very clear mention of my highly “influential”, extraordinary and inspirational mother being the first civilian allowed in to the captured territories of the Sinai immediately following the major cessation of hostilities during the 6 Day Arab-Israeli War of 1967.

Fourth, the issue of water in war is at least as critical as oil given how Special Forces in particular have to constantly “weigh up” deciding whether to carry such an important life sustaining mineral which is heavy or bullets and other munitions.

Not to mention in summer war of 2006 with Hezbollah Israeli forces found themselves often cut off from being re-supplied with the essential water by Hezbollah Special Op commandos mimicking the best of Israeli Special Forces.

Finally, JoNathan found it rather funny that I had misspelled the word “Scandal”.
In the end the extraordinary price movement in the price of gold spells out nothing more than a total collapse in "forward thinking" people’s trust in their totally corrupt elected and non-elected government bureaucrats such as those members of the DAAC controlled US Federal Reserve beginning with the Chairman of the Federal Reserve.

Suffice to say as I now prepare to take JoNathan on his mother’s scooter to Martial Arts class, in the future, may I suggest you be a little more patient and think before either talking or writing.

It is my humble but seasoned opinion that your communications with me have you making it rather clear that you had contacted me several years in effort to make a buck.

Perhaps, it is our most recent to you that you now so very angry with yourself that is contributing that much more to your loss of mind, a terrible thing to lose.

I would also suggest that you patiently wait for the "scientific implications" surrounding my wife and I concluding that John Deng was wrong when concluding, "God Grew Tired of US".

You will recall that Mr. Deng who is now 34 helped lead some 27,000 other Lost Boys of the Sudan in the most exhausting death march, some 15,000 dying mostly of thirst, most awful; only 4,000 so far making their way to the US, leaving some 8,000 in refugee camps who upon understanding the disservice done to them by scientists such as Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. who is now far too embarrassed to be videotaped, so in the very next instant could we see world peace emerging although of course I continue to explore all other options including convincing Israeli Military Intelligence to explain how very easy it would be Israel to in an instant collapse the US economy and in that same instant bring not only everlasting peace to the Middle East but throughout the world with the Peoples Republic of Communist China calling the shots; all achievable without a single shot fired in anger.

Before reading our most recent "back and forths" may I suggest you look at an edited version of what I sent earlier to President Bush by clicking [HERE](#).

---

**From:** Gary S. Gevisser  
**Sent:** Tuesday, October 16, 2007 5:00 PM  
**To:** jpkurt@aol.com  
**Cc:** rest; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; Simon Wiesenthal Center; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; Mossad; United States Justice Department; South China Morning Post; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; editor@shanghaidaily.com; Arthur Carter - Publisher of the New York Observer; Eliot Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State ; Robert H. Frank - Profefessor of Economics - Cornell University ; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; Diana Henriques - NY Times - author of The Sharks of Wall Street; Diane Bell - Union Tribune; tribe@law.harvard.edu; jimandjoe@ussliberty.com; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; King Golden Jr. Esq.; kbh@hulettharper.com; Gerard Arpey - American Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer ; Gino & Vivienne; Warrengs@state.gov; Goldman Sachs; Lewis, Gregory B; Gsoros@sorosny.org; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; hannya@foxnews.com; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton  
**Subject:** VERY CLEAR - "shame company" [sic] san diego
I appreciate the clarity.

What area of law do you specialize in?

Are you following the "path" I have suggested the masses of the world, not benefiting from war, take when next deciding what they are going to do with their time after waking up in the morning, going to the toilet, eating breakfast and then brushing their teeth?

Do you realize it is "pure folly" to think the Chinese are going to go along ever so slowly revaluing their currency all the while waiting for US who weren't exactly "gracious" when invading China in 1900, not to forget US relying on Greenspan lying through his teeth when using "Fedtalk" to market worthless US Treasury Bills to the Chinese who in addition to having a military second only to Israel, set the scholastic levels along with the Israelis wherever they travel?

In other words, when you look at your personal bank account balances, knowing to pretty much write off all your bonds and shares in public corporations but go ahead and at least look at your accounts receivable ageing, don't you think you could do better financially, forget doing what is morally right, by at least forwarding my communiqués to all your clients, family, friends and colleagues while of course remembering your fiduciary "disclosure" responsibilities.

Of course you would also know your accounts receivable ageing is only worth what was owed to you the instant prior to China deciding there was nothing more they wanted out of US, that US were now fully paid up in terms of wartime reparations for atrocities perpetrated including all those "in support of our south east Asia policy", albeit breaking all sorts of US Securities Laws when marketing via the likes of Fed-Talk Chairman and Treasury Secretary Paulson our worthless-fictitious US Treasury Bills, and the instant China revalued its Yaun currency to accurately reflect not only their massive 1.5 billion odd happy, hard working, family oriented and merit driven economy fueling the world economy as well as their military prowess but all the gold China has been mining and saving, both your money in the bank + the current balance of your accounts receivable ageing + your worthless real estate would have you as broke as the overwhelming majority of US Americans.

Gold last trading at US$740.90 a troy ounce.

BTW, I have an ongoing "communcation" [sic] with a representative from Shane Company who is now pricing for me a D [very clear] Internally Flawless, brilliantly cut brilliant diamond that when I last checked with Sheri Rapaport of the Rapaport Report back on December 20th, 2004, at approximately 8:40 AM Pacific Standard Time was wholesale priced, thanks again to Stephen Cohen & Co. at a whopping US$17,800.

---

From: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 1:51 PM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

Sorry, that may have been a little too obtuse; if you sue Mary Rose Cusimano because she is a lying scheming witch, with no assets and nothing to lose, don't be surprised when her 'patent' has little or no value, and when her company, her guarantees, her business model and her whole existence are founded
on fraud. The foolishness of the lawsuit was that her company was worth nothing, her patent was worth nothing, and Mary Rose was worth nothing? Commercial lawsuits are not about upholding principals, they are about recovering money or property, otherwise they are a foolishness.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S. Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
To: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Tue, 16 Oct 2007 3:33 pm
Subject: RE: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

Wait a second. What is the significance of your writings, (if your girlfriend is a prostitute don't be surprised if she cheats on you)?

From: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 8:22 AM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

The lawsuit was largely a foolishness (if your girlfriend is a prostitute don't be surprised if she cheats on you), we lost on the larger count, had a jury verdict in our favor on a lesser count which the judge promptly reversed. The whole thing is done and forgotten some three years ago.

I am sure you are an interesting guy and write interesting stuff, but please take me off your list. Thanks.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S. Gevisser
To: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Tue, 16 Oct 2007 1:41 am
Subject: RE: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

What happened with that lawsuit?
Were you aware of another person who recently contacted me telling a similar story?

-----Original Message-----
From: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 11:21 AM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

I spoke to you by telephone for 15 minutes 3 or 4 years ago when I was representing someone suing Mary Rose Cusimano in Chicago Federal District Court.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S. Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
To: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Mon, 15 Oct 2007 1:12 pm
Subject: RE: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

Have we met?
From: jpkurt@aol.com
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 7:09 AM
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO

Please take my name off your list.

JPKURT@aol.com